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THE PRESIDENT’S

CORNER
Lee Cook WA8WNK

SARO 2003 President

As we come down to the last meeting of
the year 2003, we look back on what has
been accomplished during the year.
SARO was not quite as large as we would
have liked it to have been, but even with

the reduced membership, the major activities that have been
participated in for the past several years, were still supported.
We will end the year with about 190 members.

Everyone is reminded that at this upcoming October SARO
General Membership Meeting, that a nominating committee
must be selected to set up the election for four (4) SARO Board
Members.  Three (3) will carry the banner forward for another
term.  You are also reminded, and the nominating committee
will advise of the Bylaw Rules that allow several of the
outgoing SARO Board Members to run again for one more
term.  The committee will advise who may and who may not
run again.  I ask everyone to think of who they know is a
member of SARO, and who they think will be good to lead the
group in the coming years.

I want to thank Betty West, KC5VJR, for stepping forward
again and taking over the SARO Data Base and Membership
Chairperson role.   Thanks to Lee Besing, N5NTG, for offering
to edit the quarterly newsletters and for helping with this issue.

As noted elsewhere in this newsletter, SAPD requested that they
might address the group at this upcoming October 24th meeting.
I am hoping that we have a good turnout to indicate to them the
support that the “ham” can provide to the community.

I want to especially thank Stan, KA5IID, and Gordon, K5SUZ,
for their work in maintaining the group equipment and for
working on the new repeater controller system, to hopefully be
installed by the end of the first quarter in 2004.  This new
system will allow interconnecting of some of the group repeater
for expanded coverage.  More information concerning this
expansion will be presented as specifics become available.

We in the Amateur Radio Community need to continue to
support “ham” activities and spread the word to others.  Yes, the
Internet has taken away many in our ranks, but it also offers
some great services that we “hams” can make use of.  The
Amateur Radio dedicated ‘ECHO LINK’, plus other amateur
radio oriented sites, allow those that no longer live where they
can operate their equipment, to still get on the air and talk, yes
talk, to other amateurs worldwide.  It is amazing how many old
amateur friends that I haven’t contacted in years, I am now back
in QSO with, and all thanks to the Internet.

I want to thank all of you who have supported me during the
last two years as your club president.  Although I guess I get to
make some final comments as the outgoing president in the next
SARO Bulletin, the new incoming SARO president should have
the floor in saying what his plans are for the group. I just want
to take this opportunity to again thank all of you now.
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Code and Theory Classes

                             
A Code and Theory Class was started on September 27th.  The
classes are being held at the Covenant Presbyterian Church at
211 Roleto St. Clay Laster,  W5ZPV, can be contacted at 210-
344-7356 for additional information.  He reports that the Code
and Theory Classes started with no problems. Technician,
General, Extra, and a 5 WPM code class, are all going well.
Larry Higgins, W5EX, Larry Humlicek, WA5PAF, Dick Spies,
WA5FOE and of course Clay, W5ZPV,  participated in the
registration and subsequent instructional activities. A total of
eight persons have registered for the classes.

QCWA CHRISTMAS PARTY
QCWA Chapter 38 plans to have its 2003 Christmas Party at
Grady’s Bar-B-Que, 4109 Fredericksburg Road on 20 December
2003. The party is scheduled to begin at 11AM and last until
2PM. Party guests are asked to go through the line to order and
pay for food of their choice. Members of SARO and other
amateur organizations in the Alamo Area are invited to attend.
For further information, call Clay, W5ZPV, at 210-344-7356.

SAPD is Coming
“Homeland  Security”

SARO was contacted by the VIP/COP section of SAPD and
asked if they could send some officers to our October 2003
General Meeting to discuss the SAPD Tasking for the Homeland
Security Defense program.  Pending other more pressing
activities, Officers Lisa Castillo, Ed Ramirez and our own
Johnny Wallace, K5POP, will be at the meeting.  They will
present an overview of what SAPD has been tasked to
accomplish with respect to the Homeland Security Act and are
hoping to obtain information and support from the Amateur
Radio Community.  This action by SAPD is not to be confused
with other local area programs regarding Homeland Security or
the ARRL/QST Project.

Bexar County Amateur Radio
Emergency Service (ARES)

By Al Uvietta KC5S

Although ARES has been active
in the Bexar County area for many
years,  recent events and a recently
formalized Homeland Security
role has heightened interest within
the local Amateur Radio
community.  Accordingly, a
number of questions have been
posed to local ARES Emergency
Coordinator Neil Martin,
WA5FSR, regarding the function
of ARES and its relationship to the disaster response agency
community.

It should be noted that ARES has served multiple agencies for
many years in the San Antonio area. These include the National
Weather Service (NWS) through SKYWARN and rainfall
reporting activity, The American Red Cross (shelter
communications), The Salvation Army, City of San Antonio
Office of Emergency Management (Emergency Response
Teams), National Disaster Medical System, medical community,
Baptist Men’s Kitchen, and other government agencies and
organizations. In addition to providing local support, ARES has
often provided portable station and operator resources to nearby
communities directly impacted by disaster and short of sufficient
communications resources.

Increasingly, the expressed needs of disaster responding agencies
has indicated a heightened need to be prepared to provide multi
agency tactical networking during periods in which normal
communications are either disrupted or require augmentation.
This has driven a need for increased coordination between local
ARES organizations in answering the need for support
operations involving larger geographical areas. Indeed, ARES
HF networks are activated at the first indication of a threat.
Often this notification is received from the Texas Department of
Emergency Management, NWS, American Red Cross or local
officials. Direct liaison between these emergency HF networks
and local ARES operations have become invaluable in providing
critical information to many involved agencies simultaneously.
ARES operations often involved simultaneous HF, VHF, and
UHF operation.

ARES operations are staffed by volunteer licensed Amateur
Radio Service operators. ARES volunteers have a long history
of dedicated, professional and dependable community service
during disaster conditions when information exchanges, tactical
connectivity for disaster officials, and life saving warning,
rescue, and recovery operations are in critical need.

ARES operators are drawn from the general Amateur Radio
Service community regardless of other affiliations and ARES
operations and planning is managed by the appointed ARRL
Emergency Coordinator with assistance from Assistant
Emergency Coordinators. This structure ensures that served
agencies and the public are provided needed support while
avoiding duplications. The efficient use of limited resources,
particularly during extended emergency operations is an
important byproduct of the ARES management effort. Perhaps
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the most important function of the ARES management team is
maintaining the critical agency relationships and dialog
necessary to good planning and performance during disasters.

If you have an interest in participating, or if you simply would
like additional information about ARES, please contact one of
the following members of the Bexar County ARES committee.
Your interest and assistance is important and appreciated.

Neil Martin; WA5FSR, <wa5fsr@att.net>
Stan Stanukinos, KA5IID, <ka5iid@swbell.net>

Al Uvietta, KC5S, <CAUVIETTA@cs.com>
Teri Thomas, KC5BJI, <wa3pay-kc5bji@stic.net>
John Weber, WB5YQC, <wb5yqc@satx.rr.com>
Herm Haertel, N5CNH, <hhaertel@satx.rr.com>

Jim Wright, K5CDT, <k5cdt@juno.com>
Jack Riegel, N5JAK, <jriegel@swbell.net>

 

NEXT MEETING
October 24th 2003    –   7:30PM

HOW TO GET THERE FROM HERE
…OR YOU CAN’T GET THERE  FROM  HERE

If you are planning to attend the October 24th meeting and have
not been to one before, or have been to a meeting, but forget
how to find the Ruble Center, please read on.

To help you find the Ruble Center there are two basic routes:

From IH-10 and Hildebrand travel east to McCullough and
turn right (South) heading towards town.  The second traffic
light will be East Mulberry.  The second left after E. Mulberry
will be East Magnolia.  Turn left on E. Magnolia and go 1 1/2
blocks.  The Ruble Center will be on the left.

From IH-37 (McAllister Freeway) exit on E. Mulberry and
travel west on E. Mulberry.  You will come to Trinity Baptist
Church (it’s the big building on the right with a steeple, about 3
blocks from IH-37).  At the end of the Church take the first left
which is Carleton (please note the street sign is in the trees) and
go 2 blocks South to E. Magnolia.  The Ruble Center will be
on the left.

For those needing further directions, or get totally lost, call on
146.94-, 147.36+ and 444.100+ and someone should be around
who is able to help you out.

New SARO Web-Site
By Lee Besing, N5NTG

By the time you get this copy of the Bulletin, you should be
able to find the club web site up and running in some form or
fashion under a new name. The new site name is
“SARepeater.Net”  It will take us some time to get it rebuilt
back up to the standards set in the past by Stan, KA5IID, so
check back frequently. The Board has accepted the offer from a
local web hosting company, Digital Fortress, to host our site
free of charge.

Another new Amateur Radio related website you might want to
check out is SanAntonioHams.Org which has our club and
nine other clubs listed with info about local ham activities,
Amateur testing sessions, Amateur classes, volunteer
opportunities and much more. This site will soon feature a
classified ads area, a BBS area to post comments or questions
and a special “Ham of the Month” award page. Send your
nominations to <awards@sanantoniohams.org>.

MS150 “Bike to the Beach”
By Lee Besing, N5NTG

The 14th Annual HEB MS 150-
mile “Bike to the Beach” was held
the weekend of Oct 4th and 5th.
This year some 2500 riders
participated in the bike tour and
for the first time the event reached
the $1,000,000 mark.  The event
started at Brooks City-Base on
Saturday morning. Once going,

the riders passed through the hilly terrain going south through
Beeville, where the group stopped for an overnight campout.
After a delayed start due to heavy fog, everyone continued the
next morning on the downhill leg to Corpus Christi. However,
as several pointed out, the roughest part of the ride is the final
30 miles into Corpus.  Personnel from the Bexar County
Sheriff’s Office as well as SAPD showed up, and again as in the
past, the San Antonio Wheelman bicycle group participated in
this year’s ride.

SARO members organized the communications and support
functions for the event, using ham radio to coordinate the MS
sponsored SAG vehicles, motorcycle units and supply trucks.
This was a challenge because the bike tour was often spread
beyond the range of a single repeater, causing the operators to
have to monitor multiple repeater frequencies as they drove from
point to point, frequently doubling back to check on the “turtle
bait” (those riders bringing up the rear).  Once more Stan,
KA5IID, was the official “turtle” vehicle, often driving as fast as
5mph behind some not-so-speedy cyclists.   Gordon, K5SUZ,
coordinated the SAG Vehicle drivers (all 15 of them) while
driving his own SAG Vehicle at the same time. Medical was
covered very professionally by Louise, WB5LCT, whose voice
became well known by the end of the bike tour due to heat or
other problems affecting the riders. Another well recognized
voice was that of Curtis, N5QPN, as he served the event as
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Safety  Director, having to make hard decisions to keep the
riders safe, despite themselves.  Shane, KD5ZAX, was a new
ham with the ink still wet on his license when Alfred, KG5QW,
assigned him to be the shadow for the tour manager. Alfred
“warned” Shane to wear his running shoes but forgot to tell him
to wear a hat and bring sunscreen.

We would like to thank the following Hams for the sacrifices
they made to volunteer for this grueling two-day event that
required them to be away from their family: Barbara N5RZH,
Frances KB5TMI, Don KJ5PS, Wendel AA5VN, Melissa
KC5KIU, Chuck WB5FWI, Erik W5ETS, Herm N5CNH, Betty
KC5VJR, Michael N5PTN, Shane KD5ZAX, Neil WA5FSR,
Gil AA5XH, Louise WB5LCT, Charlie KC5NKK, Nancy
WB5TCX, Curtis N5QPN, Louis K5LT, Lyle KB5BSU, Alfred
KG5QW, Mary Ann N5MYN, Spencer KD5SJF, Gordon
K5SUZ, Liliane KC5AQP, Royce KA5OHJ, Diane KD5SXI,
Doug KK5LA, Terri KC5ANR, Keith KD5UYH, Eric
WB5ZJQ, Lee N5NTG, Pat AD5BR, Don KD5HQI, Norm
AD5EF, Billy N5TCT, John WB5SBQ, Jim KC5AON, Steve
N0WZH, Michael KD5WZV, Stan KA5IID, Josh KG5IGA,
Dale KB5YSJ, Linda KC5QPQ, Christina KD5YIM and a few
others whose names or call signs were not on the route sheet.

At the Finish line (listed L-R) Linda KCQPQ, Dale KB5YSJ,
Betty KC5VJR (backward) and Herm N5CNH were waiting for
the end of the bike tour to arrive.

Pat AD5BR is seen loading a bike into the rear of the SAG
Van with the help of two other riders who were already
aboard enjoying the air conditioning inside the van.

Shane KD5ZAX is shown riding with Tony Ralf, the Tour
Manager, in one of the supply trucks on the way to another
break point.

Shane used his new ham skills to make a new antenna for
Tony’s commercial radio when the original antenna turned up
missing.  He sacrificed one of his newly built homemade 2
meter antennas, cutting the piano wire to length and securing to
the commercial radio with electrical tape.  Tony used this
antenna for the duration of the event.

Gil AA5XH speaks with another MS volunteer while he
relieves Herm N5CNH for a spell at the finish line where
they had to really listen hard to hear their radios over the
loud speakers which were pumping out many decibels of
music to entertain the crowd and to make announcements.
Even with earplugs, it was often hard to hear the radio.

Most of the SAG drivers congregated at Breakpoint 4, about 4
miles from the finish line, while we waited to see if any of the
riders would need a ride in the van rather than on their own two
wheels.  There weren’t many takers in the end; most preferred to
peddle under their own power past the finish line.
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At the last breakpoint before the finish line in Corpus, you
see Royce KA5OHJ and Michael N5PTN waiting for the final
riders to depart from this position.  Royce was driving one
of the fifteen (15) SAG Vehicles.

Here you see one of the SAG Vehicles with a very tired but
happy bunch of hams.  (L-R) Charlie KC5NKK, Shane
KD5ZAX, Pat AD5BR (seated) and Lee N5NTG.

In this last photo, you can see the last two “turtle bait”
riders making it into the finish line, ahead of Stan KA5IID in
his truck, followed by one of the motorcycle units.  Corpus
Christi Police had one of their vehicles bringing up the rear
after the turtle officially completed the bike tour.

We all returned home tired but happy that we were able to use
our ham radio skills once more to help others.

Hurricane Isabel
Provided by Neil Martin WA5FSR

…from e-mails from J D Delancy W3SMD

Many of the “older” members of SARO may remember J.D.
Delancy, K1ZAT (now W3SMD) who was a long time member
of SARO while stationed here with the Air Force and after being
transferred to the East Coast. J.D. now lives in Southern
Maryland and works in the D.C. area. He is active in several
public service areas including ARES, APRS, and Echolink.

What follows is a compilation of several e-mails I received from
him shortly after Hurricane Isabel hit the East Coast:

----Hurricane Isabel passed thru on Thursday night and we lost
power about 2145 just as the major part of the winds started to
come thru. I had purchased a Deep Cycle Marine/RV battery and
had it fully charged when the primary power went away. It
carried the load of the ham radios and we continued to provide
support communications and relay services for the hurricane
shelters back to county and state emergency officials as well as
the Red Cross.

I maintained an ECHOLINK node (WX3SMD-L) on 146.535 in
conference WX-TALK which was a direct connect to the
National Hurricane Center in Miami. There was real time
reporting in the areas being affected by Isabel. The data being
exchanged was used by other emergency officials so they didn’t
have to rely on the media.

I borrowed a small generator from a friend Friday afternoon (he’s
got three) to get the reefers cold and save the food. I got things
plugged up and running and about 15 minutes later the
commercial power returned. Power is/was out for something like
61,000 people with our provider SMECO (So. MD Electric Co-
Op) estimating that 2-5 days would be needed for full
restoration. Guess we can count ourselves lucky that we have
power back so quickly. The cellular systems died as did normal
landlines.

Further down St. Mary’s county, they were reporting five or six
feet above the high tide mark before the high tide was due; Tide
came in at 2042 Thurs night. Docks were under 6-9 inches of
water, people still living on their boats in the Marinas too.
Some houses along the coastline facing the Chesapeake were
reported as washed or blown off their foundations and now
sitting in the Chesapeake (or maybe floating). Some reports
saying people were still in them Friday morning, awaiting
rescue.

When I went to get the generator, I saw many trees down,
including some that had obviously been laying across the road
and were now cut up. There was one giant Oak, probably 3-foot
in diameter, that was uprooted near the local school. In our yard
a Tulip Poplar tree topped itself. Fortunately back from the
house so the tower and antenna system came thru untouched.
Some older pines further back in the woods came down, no
biggie there but a lot of clean up in our yard.

We saw winds in the upper 80’s when the storm passed. All
things considered, we didn't do bad on the survival part but it
was still some blow. ----- JD
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